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1964* Casitas Dam, California Type A

Hearing a loud noise « water splashing, Frank Kinsey looked around and saw
adrumlike object rising out of the reservoir. The outer cylinder was rotating
rapidly and glowing with a color that changed from dark lavender to bright orange-
yellow while he watched. Above this was a non-rotating cone with portholes, at
which he could see through binoculars "a person looking out." The UFO made a loud
noise like a jet taking off. Mr. Kinsey took a photograph of it on infrared film
(reproduced in source) just as it-began to move away.

Investigator: Robert D. Neville (for MUFCN).

Source; Skylook 7f82 (9/74), p. 8.
• 35 ea*-h as.

*The date of this sighting is uncertain; it may be I960,rathor ti
= ,— I ^



64-02 Feb. 3, 1964 Q2QQ Gum Creek, South Australia Type E

A woman woke to find her bedroom brilliantly illuminated; then there appeared
a man about 5»4" tall who was holding a black box about 18" square oc pointing it
like a camera at the garden. It gave a buzz 6: a click. Then he pointed it at her,
with the same sounds. He wore blue-green overalls, with a brown jacket with 3 large
buttons; on his head was a brown balaclava helmet, with a cord down to his left
shoulder. On his hands were elbow-length black gloves, his face was red, with a
big nose. The witness heard footsteps outside; then she saw on the bed "a ring with
a pale silver color inside it." She tried to speak, but could not. Then the light
it, the man disappeared. The witness later became a contactee.

Investigators; Keith Basterfiold, John Burford, Colin Norris, & Colin
McCarthy (for S. Aust. UFO Research.)

Source: Basterfield's catalogue of Australian CE1II cases.



64-03 Feb. 19, 1964 Gum Creek, South Australia Type A

The witness of f64-02 observed a yellow-glowing "scout craft" approach ie
hover very close to her house, making a "tick-a-tick" sound. Inside a transparent
dome was visible a man standing at a "wooden railing."

Investigators; South Australia UFO Research.

.Source; Basterfield*s catalogue of Australian CEII1 cases.



64-04 Feb. 29, 1964 Plympton, South Australia Type B

Two small boys, 9 & 10, saw a glowing disc-like object land in a nearby
field. Watching from a distance of 200 ft, they saw a door open and a 7-foot
occupant with coppery-red skin step out. He wore a tight-fitting blue-black tunic
with a purple cape; on his head was a leather-like cap fastened under the chin,
« on his hands large gauntlets, from which a tube passed to his nostrils. Around
his waist was a broad belt with some sort of control box in the front. Seeing the
boys, he turned around it. faced the craft, v.iiere another similarly-dressed figure
appeared at the window; then^topped back in. The outer rim began to glow, and the
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object lifted with a fluttering motion, then shot off. 20 other witnesses also
saw the UFO leave.

Investigators: South Australia UFO Research.

Sources: Colin McCarthy in FSR XVI-4, p. 32 (the date wrongly siven as
"Spring, 1963");Basterfield's catalogue of Australian CE11I cases.



64-05 About April 14, 1964 Near Paradise, California Type F

Frederick Toole saw no occupants, but received a telepathic message (no
Salvationist content.)

Investigator: Paul Cerny (for NICAP).

Source;' Cerny1s report to NICAP. ' \



64-06 April 23, 1964 0800 Rivesville, Y/est Virginia Type B

Mrs. Ivah Frederick saw a white lens-shaped object with a small crystal dome
on top, about 9 ft in diameter, which came close to the ground near her house,
with a humming sound. Then it extended a 3-ft-wide cylinder down to the ground
(about 6 ft.) Out of this cylinder jumped a small black figure 3 to 4 ft tall,
which moved about in a jerky fashion; a cord linked it to the cylinder. It was
unclothed, had pointed ears & a tail, <5c was collecting grass & dirt it stuffing
them into a small bag it carried. After several minutes it got back in and the
object ascended vertically. The imprint of the cylinder was found later, also
4-toed footprints 6-8" long, with pointed heels.

Investigator: Gray Barker. # I7i.tt=. tn £P€i/e« isj^fcT.

Sources: Witness's report to NICAP; Gray Barker's Newsletter #5 (3/76),
p. 11. (AtSo <\ives IJcg- as> ^ear-.)



64-07 April 24, 1964 1QQQ Newark Valley, N.Y. . « Type B

Gary Wilcox, a dairy farmer, noticed something in his fields flashing in
the sun; on approaching, he found it to be a flattened egg-shaped object some 20 ft
long, 15 ft wide and 4 ft thick, which was floating 4 ft above the ground, with a
humming sound. He touched it with his hand: it felt like "metallic canvas." Just
then, two thickset, dwarfish figures came from beneath the object; about 4 ft tall,
they were completely covered even to the faces by white or metallic suits, .and each
carried a square tray containing samples of 'sod. One said, in fluent English, "Do
not be alarmed; we havo talked to people'before", and a 2-hour conversation ensued,
in which the.beings told Wilcox that they came from Mark, where food is raised only
in the atmosphere, and were interested in human methods of agriculture. Finally
the pair disappeared into the object, which ascended "like a jet" without a'sound.
A handful of red "dust" or "jelly" was left at the site, but this shortly vanished.
Wilcox left a bag of fertilizer there, which was gone the next day.' The witness!s
credibility was considered very high.

Investigators; Walter Webb ic Owen Lake (for NICAP); Stephen Putnam;
Priscilla Baldwin (for Berthold Schwarz <* FSR); Dorothy. Livingston

—= . & Rose ivlarie Ellis.
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Souroesi Binghamton (N.Y. Press, May 7, 1964, p. 3; reports to NICAP by
Walter Webb &Stephen Putnam; ^report of Livingston & Ellis; FSR Special
Issued, (9/69), pp. 20-27. ;



s4-°8 April 24. 1964 1750 Socorro, New Mexico Type C

v /- V'v ' ^olic9 officer Lonnie Zamora heard a roar &saw a flame in the sky; thinking
*a dynamite shack might have blown up, he drove to the site, and saw a shiny alum-•
inui^-like vertioal ellipsoid, which he took at first for an upended car. Two people
in .white coveralls were close to it. He drove to within 100 ft of it and was just
getting out -riien he again heard a roar, « saw the object, jetting blue & orange
flame, slowly rising. He ran, but when the roar ceased after a few seconds, he
turned* saw the object silently going off across the desert at 10-15 ft altitude,

r after which it rose up * quickly vanished. He had been able to distinguish a red
. insignia upon it. At the site were found footprints * 4 rectangular imprints with jj

traces of metal; the brush was burned in several places. , , .
••. •• i •

- Investigators: J. Allen Hynek & Major Wm. Connor (for Blue Book); Arthur
7 Bums (for FBI); Ray Stanford (for NICAP); Coral & J. Lorenzen (for

•'." . APBO); r/. To Powers.

.'_'• Sources; Investigators' reports, including Powers in The Humanoids, pp.
131-7; Ray Stanford, Socorro Saucer In A Pentagon Pantry (Blue Apple
Books, Austin, Texas, 1976.)



64-09, Spring, 1964 Missoula, Montana Type D

Beginning in early April, the Isolated house of the Allen Lunds was visited
several times by a large top-shaped ship with a row of lights around its circum-

•; ference. On each occasion the dogs ran into the house, the horses stampeded, «
; .. the,oil furnace lighted. One night a beam of light 3" wide was projected into,

their bedroom, Mrs. Lund's 3 l/2-year-olfl grandson has several times reported
talking in the barn with a strange man whose name he has told them, but it is al
most unpronounceable.

-.•'.- *•:»'

,; Investigatori Phil Hess, for the Missbulian-Sentinel. '

- = • Souroe: Missoula Missoulian-Sentlnel, 7/25/64, pp. If.



^

^"10 •May ^8. 1964 Night Colonia Castelli, Argentina .Type D

-IZhile driving a truok at night, Alberto Kalberaatter suddenly saw on the
/ road before him, barring his way, a dark shape about 9 ft high. The creature,

•: which had long black hair and "certain human features", gave a powerful -,& terrify
ing cry.' K. stepped on the gas, nearly running the creature down. He said that
a few days previously, at the same spot, he had seen a large luminous object
perched in a tree.

' »..- Investlgatort

Souroeg FSR XIl/2, p. 25. • ' -



W-H May. 14. 1964 Turkey
" Type B
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A Turkish housewife, hysterical with fear, told police that a flying saucer
had crash-landed, and just before it burned a large hairy creature had rushed out
and run toward her. Her husband attempted to fight off the being with a knife;
in a matter of seconds the man was dead, crushed to pulp by the creature's enor

mous arms."

Investigator;

Source; Article by Jim Grayson in Georgetown (Ky.) Times, 3/27/74.

ZavtJU



1964 Corrigenda

#590 May 14, 1964 Night Noar Koyulhisar, Turkey
. !

I

Mr. & Mrs. Ahmed Bey were driving on a road by a railroad track when a
rotating luminous disc "the size of a house" appeared in the sky ahead of them.
It moved jerkily and with hesitations, as if in difficulties; then it abruptly
descended, and struck the ground with a burst of flames. Just as it fell, an
"enormous hairy creature" escaped from it and fell to the ground beside the
road a short distance in front of tho Beys' car. Apparently unhurt, this being,
"making fantastio leaps", came toward the oar. Mr. Bey stopped it and got out
with a knife in his hand; as the giant came up to him, he tried to stab it. The
creature seized him, lifted him up & let him fall, and trampled upon him. Mrs.
Boy fled from the car and ran back along the road until she came to a police
station. The police found Bey, beaten to death, on tho railroad track.

Investigator:

Source: Jean Ferguson, Les Humano^des (Lemeac, Quebec, 19V'/), pp. l<lf. i

2<u*JU



64-12 teay 15, 1964 1200 Wheatfield, Indiana Type-E
k • --!

Two school children saw 2 small humanoid beings on the top .floor of achurch |
being used for school purposes, one kneeling near the pulpit and the other in the I
back; the children screamed & fled outside. Others came running « saw the entities, tfj
but no teacher did. (Cf. #64-13.) ^

' Investigator: Orvil Hartle (for NICAP). ,-
\ • :

^Source: Hartle's report to NICAP. I



b4"13 May 15, 1964 1430 Wheatfield. Indiana " ' • Type £

„, ,. JJ afternoon school recess, a 10-year-old girl saw a little man-like creature
<s.o-.5 It tall reclining under a shrub pine tree. He had flowing white hair, a
small goatee long arms, and a"reddish-blue" complexion. His clothing was greenish.
He appeared to be hurt, for he wiped his face vdth a hand & seemed to get blood on
the hand, which had more fingers than a human one. Another such being was standing
nearby, looking at the girl. V.hen she fled screaming, other children ran up, some
oi whom saw the creatures hurrying off through the weeds. One boy found the orint
oi a bare foot.

Investigator: Orvil Hartle (for NICAP).

Source: Hartle's report to NICAP.



64-14 Late May, 1964 Evening Tell City, Indiana Type E

1 _ Two 10-year-old girls playing in abasement saw a small being, vertically
striped with light & dark green like a watermelon, kneeling down & lookinr' in at
Jh™"«, I was large with big round eyes, practically no nose, & a slit mouth.
When they made a noise, it turned away & disappeared.

Investigator: Tod-Bloochet'.

.: ,c ' Source: Personal to TB from John Schroeder, 7/4/75-- <-"",



64f*15 May 26, 1964 Daytime- Solway Firth, England Type .E

One of Mr. James Tenpleton's color photographs of his 5-year-old daughter
turned out to show, behind her, what looks like the back viev; of a tall man in a
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white space suit. ^No such figure was seen by the photographer.

Investigator:

Source; FSR x/6, pp. Hf.



14-16 June, 1964 Night Sagrada Familia, Brazil TyPe F

- Luis Muzio Ambrosio, a medium, was lying down when yellow-orange lights
entered the room, and he heard a voice say "We are friends and we are in our
spaceship on the roof of your house." Children outside, he said, verified that
a luminous object had been seen to land on the roof of his house. This was the
first of many sightings & contacts by Muzio. •

Investigator:

Source: FSR XVIl/l. pp. 24f.



64-17 June, 1964 Felling, Ireland

Investigator:

S'ource: UFOCat, quoting Jader U. Pereira.

-*-



64-18 June 2, 1964 1730 Learn Lane, England ! Type O

David Wilson, 14, was going to get some straw for his rabbits when he stopped
with other; children to observe half a dozen dwarfs, about 31" tall, dressed in
bright green, and having hands lighted "like electric bulbs", who seemed to be
searching for something. Another child later reported that she had seen a silvery
disc-shaped object, the size of a car, take off from the same location.

Investigator:

Source;' Vallee, Magonia, pp. 299f, quoting Flying Saucers, 12/64.



June 5, 1964 0400 30 km from Pajas Blancas Airport, Argentina^ Typei B

A 42-year-old doctor & his wife, driving at night, were blinded by an intense
light on the road ahead, & wore forced to stop. The luminous object, after coming
quite close, became a less intense violet. The ;doctor could not re-start the
engine. After 20 minutes, someone approached who asked (in Spanish) what was the
matter, and suggested that he try again to start, the car. He did so, & succeeded.
The man standing nearby then said, "Don't be frightened, I'm a terrestrial (sic).
I have a mission to complete here on Earth; you can tell mankind'about it in your
own fashion." He walked off toward 2otner gray-jclad men, and all entered the uFO,
which took off, leaving a violet-colored trail. '

Investigator;

b4-t>

Source: FSR XIl/2, pp. 2bf.
~B~



&4-20 June 15, 19b4 Near Arica, Chile Type B
i

Rafael A. Donoso, a Chilean miner, was driving when he saw a strange machine
land. It was about 10 ft long <5e 3.5 ft wide. From it emerged 2 fair-complexioned
men who, in a mixture of Spanish and English, asked him for some water, he gave
them some. They then reentered their machine, which rose rapidly and vanished.

Investigator: ' .f

^~-f' Source: FSR Xl/2, p. 29. ' .



04-21 July 8, 1964 1030 Near Tarbes, France « Type C

Jean Senac noticed a very brightly shining object, 8-9 ft in diameter,
sitting beside the road 250 yards away. It suddenly rose up a flew off at §reat
speed. Then at the same spot he saw 2 little men less than 4 ft tall, wearing
khaki clothing, and carrying something in sacks on their backs. lihen, half an
hour later, M. Senac went to a tree he had seen them walk under, he found marks
of trampling.

Investigators: F. Lagarde & J. Mirtain (for LDLN).

Source; FSR XV/6, p.' 17.



64-22 July 16, 1964 1230 Conklin, N.Y. Type C

Five boys 5-10 years old (Edmund & Randy Travis, Billy ic Garry Dunlap, «' 9
Floyd Moore) were playing in an apple tree when they noticed a dome-like object,
shiny as chromium, resting in the field alongside the road. They then heard
whistling sounds, which proved to come from a little humanoid creature in a tree
near the shiny object. This midget, about 3 ft tall, was dressed in a shiny black
uniform; on his head was a black helmet with 2 antenna-like wires protruding from
the top, and a transparent visor for the eyes. His face looked human. They threw
apples & stones at him, and asked him if he needed help or water, but he replied
only by modulated whistles. Then he fell stiffly backwards out of the'tree', ap
pearing to fall slowly or float down. 3 of the boys ran hone to get water for him,
but when they returned vdth their mother the object it the little man were gone.
Where the UFO had been the moss was dried & yellow, and 3 depressions were found
around this area.

Investigators: Walter Webb fr. Owen Lake (for NICAP).

Sources: Binghamton Press, 7/17/64; W. Webb's report to NICAP, ll/64.



July 28, 1964 2230 Lake Chelan, Wash. Type JC

\ A former Navy pilot & another witness saw an intense cone-shaped light
emitted from the ground, then a similar light in the sky, then again on the
ground. A round, aluminum-looking object about 30 ft in diameter, with one red
& one white light, then appeared a descended to ground level vdth a strong

': l
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whistling sound similar to a small jet. piercing, high-pitched voices similar
to those of children playing were heard. After 40 min the craft took off. Be
fore it did so, a jet aircraft flying at low altitude had circled its position.

Investigator:

Source: Vallee, Magonla, pp. 30lf., quoting USAF files.



August, 1964 Horning Northern New Jersey ,JL'yPe C

Six adults, including Robert A. V.'ilsori, and 7 children watched a flying
saucer that had landed near the top of a hill.' V.hen lUlson looked at it through
binoculars, he 'saw a "geodesic dome" there. "Others saw a more saucer-shaped
craft, and some saw humanoids in silvery costumes." Then it took off. Wilson,
watching the take-off, "decided it was probably only a helicopter."

That afternoon, his 5-year-old son, Graham, encountered an "extraterrestrial"
in the woods at the foot of the hill. She was a female, vdth silvery skin, and she
told Graham that he should become a physicist v/hen he grew up. :

Investigator: none.

Source; Robert Anton Wilson,-The Cosmic Trigger (And/Or Press, Berkeley,
Cal., 1977), pp. 40f.



August, 1964 Northern iiew Jersey Type E .1

\About 30 miles from Robert Y.'ilson's home, liarilyn Pooler saw two seeming
extraterrestrials, wearing silver uniforms. "Twenty minutes later, she awakened *'
as if from trance, and they were gone." ,

Investigator: none.

i

Source: Robert Anton Wilson, The Cosmic Trigger (And/or Press, Berkeley,
Cal., 1977), pp. 41f.



1964 Addenda

Lux*)
About August, 1964 2200 Otis AFB, Cape Cod, Mass. Type E

Robert Sadler, 12, the son of an Air Force flight engineer, and his friend
Dave, 15, were walking from S.'s back yard toward the woods. They were at the
edge of the woods when they saw a flash of light close by. This made Dave run back
down the hill about 20 ft. There was another flash and R. S. saw, only 3 ft away .
from him, a white-luminous figure about 6 ft tall. 'The light of the almond-shaped
eyes was brighter than that of the rest of the figure; no mouth was visible. The
man ware no clothes, and was hairless. Around him was a layer of fog or haze.
With his (five-fingered) right hand he appeared to be gesturing. The silence was
intense. Suddenly the figure disappeared. Dave also had seen it. No traces were
left.

Investigator: Don Berliner
111 ' • ' • l

Sources: Vdtness's letter of ll/l7/77 to CUFOS; investigator's transcript
of taped interview with witness, IZ/Zl/ll. .



Summer, 1964 Night • Near Felicity, Ohio Type E

Lewis Lightner &' Gloria Bloomfield, in a car, saw a strange creature in a
nearby field; when they turned on the lights, it came toward them by large "slow-
motion" hops. It was over 6 ft tall with very wide shoulders, and a nude yellow
ish-tan hairless body that showed no sex organs; the head'was pointed at the top
& narrow at the chin, with a wrinkled brow, large pig-like ears, and a pig-like
nose; the eyes were gold-glowing and the teeth large. It came up to the car's
hood "and lunged at the windshield. Then it "crouched down on all fours & just
vanished into nowhere."

Investigator: Leonard Stringfield.

Source: Personal from L. Stringfield to-TB. • . .



New

1964 Addendum

September —, 1964 H-2200 Hahopac (Putnam), New York Type F

While watching stars from the backyard, M.B. saw an object similar
to a satellite pass over, "Sensing" that it was a "spaceship," the
witness mentally asked the object to stop, "I want to talk to you;" it
did. Then, moving closer, it stopped directly overhead and the witness
"heard" the following message: "We've watched you and waited for you
to contact us," "They" were from the Constellation Bootes, they said,
and looked a lot like people on earth, averaging 6 to 7 feet in height
and having "higher foreheads and more elongated eyes."

This sighting began a continuing series of observations and mental
"contacts" by the witness with these "friends" from space. (See CE-IIl/A
sighting on February 10, I967—also an addendum case.) •,

Investigators: Fred Dennis; Ted Bloecher and Jerry Stoehrer (obliquely),

- . Source» Witness's hand-written account of his experiences, dated
May 27, 1977J personal account given to the investigators on
July 17, 1977, at Fred Dennis's home.



September 4, 1964 2200 Near Cisco Grove, Calif. Type C

Donald Shrum, a bow-&-arrow deer hunter, was lost and benighted in the hills
and had climbed a pine tree when he saw a moving.light in the sky not far offv
This presently discharged a domed object with a blinking light on top. Then two ..
figures came toward him-, they wore silver or whitish coverall uniforms with hoods &
gauntlets, and dark goggles. A third being, which had large reddish-orange glow
ing eyes, looked metallic all over & appeared to be a robot; all 3 were about 5 ft
tall. The "robot" came to the base of the tree a its mouth emitted a puff of white
vapor, which had the effect of causing S. to lose consciousness briefly. To keep
off the entities, S. set fire to everything available, including much of his clo
thing, and threw it down. But as soon as the blaze died down they would come back
to the tree. He also shot his 3 arrows against the robot: they struck with a flash
of light, but did not injure it. Throughout tho night, the robot repeatedly emitted
the anesthetic vapor '(S. fastened himself to the tree vdth his belt so as not to
fall) and the other 2 beings kept trying to climb up the tree, which S. would shake
to make them get down. At some point a second robot joined .the besiegers. .Finally,
just before dawn, the 2 robots exchanged arc-like flashes & emitted a large volume
of vapor. When S. came to, the entities were gone.

Investigators: Paul Cerny, for NICAP; Dr. James Harder, for APRO.

Sources: Coral & Jim Lorenzen, Flying Saucer Occupants (Signet, 196Y),
pp. 13Y-141; Project Blue Book files; also Cerny's report to NICAP,
submitted by Ted Bloecher, 9/25/68.



64-26 September 5, 1964 2100 Cofico, Argentina Type C

Chafredo Dagota reported that he had seen a flying saucer touch down briefly
at a nearby place called Cofico. It appeared to stand on a kind of pillar, and

t
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gave out a blinding light. Near it he caught a blurred glimpse of 2 figures
moving about.

Investigator:

Source: FSR XII/fe, p. 26.

fico, Argentina £ gjg/f'^PAfgU-. Tyje a^•607: September 5, 1964 2100 Co

/ Note that Cofico is in Salta province. Bsjichs Gives the date as Sept. 6.
; Add source; Ko. 30 in Banchs, Fonomenologia, citing as source El Tribuno (ialta),

9/7/64. Banchs lists this case under "Casos Hegativos".



64-27 About September Y, 1964* Night Near Daytona Beach, Florida j Type A

Driving toward Daytona Beach,- Clyde W. Hicks saw a "spaceship" come drifting!
out of the fog: egg-shaped and vdth 2 rows of windows, it was more than 200 ft
long. Through the vdndows he could see at least a dozen "large people" moving I
about. At first "it looked to be ablaze all over"; when this luminosity went out,;'
it appeared silvery,in the moonlight. The witness had a background of familiarity
with aircraft and blimps.

Investigator: none.

Source: Witness1s letter to NICAP of 2/8/65.

*Date uncertain; more likely closer to 9/21, date'of full moon.



64-28 October 22, 1964 1700 Waianae, Hawaii Type E 'I

I
11-year-old L-iark Choo was v/atering the lawn when he saw a little man about

3 ft tall, wearing a red cape, a malo, and a peaked v/hite helmet. The little man
smiled at him a. walked around the corner of the house, where he vanished. Two
sets of tiny footprints were found, one climbing the wall & picture window of
the house.

Investigator: Bob Krauss (for Honolulu Advertiser.) ,
*

Source: Fate, 2/65, p. 18.



64-29 November 25, 1964 0015 New Berlin, N.Y. Type C •

Marianne Hatzonbuhler saw a very bright light descend from tne sky a. hover
a few hundred feet away, vdth a droning sound. Her dog was frightened and would
not leave the house. The luminous object landed 5800 ft away, and.she watched
it through YX binoculars. z>he could see a number of men, 6.5-8 ft tall, wearing
dark close-fitting suits, working underneath it, removing something from the
center of the UFO, which was luminous only on the bottom. Another uFO appeared
& landed on the sane hill, just above the first one. The'men, 10 to 12 in number,
were watched as they worked under the machine, apparently effecting a repair, from
1 AM to 5 AM, when the task was completed and the objects rose up into the air
and then shot off. On the hillside the next day Mrs. H. found 2 equilateral tri
angles of conical imprints, 4-18*" deep, 20 paces apart.

Investigators: Ted Bloecher (for tfUFOii); Dr. Berthold Schwarz (for FSR.)

Sources: FSR XX/2, pp. 21-26; XX/3, pp. 24-27; XXl/3-4, op. 22-28;
Skylook, #92 (7/75), pp. 3-12.


